Unthinking computer confusescence
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apparently limited normally, failed to produce any output tape. So, about the bigger 65 was now working again, the run was repeated. About 1 pm it too terminated normally, but produced no output. Linderman attributes this problem to a "program bug," although he said, the program had been tested extensively beforehand, some unusual and unforeseen set of circumstances apparently caused this failure. Be that as it may, a third run at the Comp Center finally succeeded in producing an output tape about 6 pm. This contained the changes for those who had submitted requests during the first part of First Registration Day. All that was left at this point was to obtain a print-out. But the OIS was now down with its own mechanical difficulties. Using yet another 300 in the CompCenter's Accounting Office, specially set up for this run, the first run of the day was finally completed at 3 am Tuesday morning. These changes were about a day late.

The next run which the Comp Center was going to try to make was the Wednesday one. The input was made at the Linderman at the Comp Center, he has temporarily out. The run was run nothing nor changes were returned, and Linderman doubted a run would be either possible.

The entire process of research must be reviewed, according to Linderman may ultimately be AID's, but it seems to be only one of those is can be isolated. And, unfortunately, complicated these schedules. But there were many Freshmen on campus the cost of automation in the State F's up by be.

Letters...
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...credible?" Does the fact that signers of the to its Vietnam, are impressively told "rules" to the, judgments of more conscious those of anyone else (in fact, that one could make a good moral judgments of people in Vietnam in the employ of the, or South Vietnamese government did not giving out Ph.D's in more, of our Vietnamese goal of consciencly less view it (and judgments of these without interest). As far as I know, in not been going out P.A's is not the issue of war and peace, life and death issues to be too important to be left to the
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